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Linear Stability of Rotating Black
Holes

It is a great pleasure and honor to contribute to

the booklet dedicated to Professor Yau’s 70th birth-

day. First of all, happy birthday and all the best! I wish

him good health and many more happy and produc-

tive years. Since our joint results have been published

and survey articles are available, there seems no point

in enteringmathematics. Instead, I would like tomake

a few personal remarks. When I came to Harvard as a

post-doc in 1996, I immediately felt warmly welcome

by Professor Yau and by his work group. I was pleas-

antly surprised that, despite the fact that he was ex-

tremely busy, he took the time to discuss with me and

to give me valuable advice. Sometimes, our discus-

sions were very brief, but even a short hint gave me

a new direction for thinking about the mathematics

problem which I was working on. I also would like to

point out that I constantly felt his encouragement and

support, even in situations which at the time seemed

very difficult to me. Finally, I am very grateful that he

brought me together with the right people. When Joel

Smoller gave a seminar talk at Harvard in April 1997

(a talk which I even missed!), he asked me to talk to

him, and he even came upwith a concrete problem for

us three to work on together. This led to our joint col-

laboration (partly also with Niky Kamran, who teamed

up in September 2018) which went on for more than

ten years. After that, Joel Smoller and I continued the

taken path. This led to the proof of linear stability of

rotating black holes under perturbations of general

spin (see [1] and the survey article [2]). I would like

to conclude by stating our final result, just to give an

example for research which, although Professor Yau

is not a co-author, nevertheless was incited by him, is

based on his work and was inspired by his ideas.

Rotating black holes are modelled by the Kerr ge-

ometry. Linear perturbations of general spin are de-

scribed by the Teukolsky master equation, a wave

equation for a complex scalar field φ , in which the

spin enters as a parameter s ∈ {0, 1
2 ,1,

3
2 , . . .}. We con-

sider the Cauchy problem with initial data at time t0

φ |t=0 = φ0 and ∂tφ |t=0 = φ1 ,

which for simplicity is assumed to be smooth and

compactly supported outside the event horizon r1,

(1) φ0,φ1 ∈C∞
0

(
(r1,∞)×S2) .

Since the Kerr geometry is axisymmetric, the Teukol-

sky equation decouples into separate equations for

each azimuthal mode. Therefore, the solution of the

Cauchy problem is obtained by solving the Cauchy

problem for each azimuthal mode and taking the sum

of the resulting solutions. With this in mind, we re-

strict attention to a single azimuthal mode, i.e.

φ0(r,ϑ ,ϕ) = e−ikϕ
φ
(k)
0 (r,ϑ) ,

φ1(r,ϑ ,ϕ) = e−ikϕ
φ
(k)
1 (r,ϑ)

(2)

for given k ∈ Z/2 (if s is half integer, then so is k).

Theorem 1. Consider a non-extreme Kerr black hole

of mass M and angular momentum aM with M2 >

a2 > 0. Then for any s ≥ 1
2 and any k ∈ Z/2, the solu-

tion of the Teukolsky equation with initial data of the

form (1) and (2) decays to zero in L∞

loc
((r1,∞)×S2).

This theorem establishes in the dynamical set-

ting that the non-extreme Kerr black hole is linearly

stable.
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